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The Process of Spiritual Assessment
Setting the Stage
for Spiritual
Dialogue

Setting the Stage for
Spiritual Dialogue
v Communicating

an openness to learning
v Communicating an openness to sharing

Being Explicit about Values
“It is vital that we be more explicit about values
because we use them, however unconsciously, as a
means of therapeutic change. . . being explicit
actually protects our clients. The more subtle our
values, the more likely we are to be hidden
persuaders. The more open we are about our view,
the more choice clients will have in electing to be
influenced or not to be influenced” (Bergin, 1985,
p. 107).

The Process of Spiritual Assessment
Setting the Stage
for Spiritual
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Initial
Spiritual
Assessment

Initial Spiritual Assessment
v

SALIENCE OF SPIRITUALITY:
Do you see yourself as a religious or spiritual person? If so, in what way?

v

SALIENCE OF RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION:
Are you affiliated with a religious or spiritual denomination or community? If
so, which one?

v

SALIENCE OF SPIRITUALITY TO THE PROBLEM:
Has your problem affected you religiously or spiritually? If so, in what way?

v

SALIENCE OF SPIRITUALITY TO THE SOLUTION?
Has your religion or spirituality been involved in the way you have coped with
your problem? If so, in what way?

SIGNS OF SPIRITUAL STRUGGLE
v DIVINE
vI

STRUGGLES

feel like I am being punished by God.
v I feel angry with God for what has happened.
v I feel like God has abandoned me.
v I wonder whether God really loves me.
v I wonder whether the devil has anything to do with this
situation.
v I feel I have let God down.

SIGNS OF SPIRITUAL STRUGGLE
v INTRAPSYCHIC
vI

STRUGGLES

am having doubts about my faith.
v I am not sure what I really believe anymore.
v I know what’s right but I keep doing what’s wrong.
v I don’t know why I am really alive.
v I feel guilty about the way I think, feel, or act.

SIGNS OF SPIRITUAL STRUGGLE
v INTERPERSONAL
vI

STRUGGLES

feel my church has abandoned me.
v I disagree with what my church wants me to believe.
v I disagree with my family or friends about spiritual
matters.
v I feel like my family or friends are spiritual hypocrites.
v I hope God will have his vengeance on the people who
hurt me.

SIGNS OF SPIRITUAL RESOURCES
v

PATHWAY OF KNOWING
I study the Bible or other sacred texts.
v I watch religious television.
v I read books to grow spiritually.
v

v

PATHWAY OF ACTING
I meditate or pray regularly.
v I engage in regular religious rituals (e.g., prayer before meals)
v I engage in activities I call spiritual (e.g., walking, gardening)
v

SIGNS OF SPIRITUAL RESOURCES
v PATHWAY

OF RELATING

vI

am part of a spiritual community.
v I turn to my pastor for help.
v I feel a spiritual connection with people in my life.
v PATHWAY
vI

OF EXPERIENCE

feel close to God when I pray.
v I have spiritual experiences every day.
v I see life as sacred.

SIGNS OF SPIRITUAL RESOURCES
v PATHWAY
vI

OF COPING

look to God for strength, support, and guidance.
v I try to find the lesson from God in my problems.
v I do what I can and put the rest in God’s hands.
v I ask for forgiveness for my sins.
v I seek a higher purpose in life.
v I try to give spiritual strength to other people.
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Implicit Spiritual Assessment
v Questions
v From

about Resources and Pathways

what sources do you draw strength and courage
to go on?
v Where do you find peace?
v Who truly understands your situation?
v When you are afraid or in pain, how do you find
comfort?
v For what are you deeply grateful?
v What sustains you in the midst of your troubles?

Implicit Spiritual Assessment
v

Questions about Destinations
What are you striving for in your life?
v Why is it important that you are here in this world?
v What legacy would you like to leave behind in your life?
v To what or whom are you most devoted?
v Who is your true self?
v To whom, or what, do you feel most freely express love?
v When have you felt most deeply and fully alive?
v

Implicit Spiritual Assessment
v

Questions about Struggles and Transformation
What are the deepest questions your situation has raised for you?
v What causes you the greatest despair and suffering?
v How has this experience changed you at your deepest levels?
v How has this situation shaken your faith?
v What has this experience taught you that you wish you had never
known?
v What are your deepest regrets?
v What would you like to be able to let go of in your life?
v When in your life have you experience forgiveness?
v

Rachel 2:
Implicit Spiritual Assessment
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Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v Asking

spiritual questions

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v

TAKING A HISTORY, TAKING A FUTURE
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Describe the spiritual/religious tradition you grew up in. How did you family
express its spirituality?
What sort of spiritual experiences stood out for you when you were growing
up?
How did you envision the sacred?
How have your spiritual practices and beliefs changed since you were a child?
Have you had periods in your life when you feel like you’ve lost the sacred?
How would you describe your current spiritual orientation?
What do you see yourself striving for now and where does the sacred fit in?
How do you see yourself changing spiritually in the future?

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v SACRED
v What

DESTINATIONS

do you hold sacred in your life?
v What do you feel God wants from you?
v When do you feel the presence of the sacred in your life
most strongly?
v When do you feel the sacred is not there?
v Do you ever have mixed thoughts and feelings about
the sacred? What are they like?

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v

SACRED PATHWAYS
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

What has helped nurture your spirituality?
What has been damaging to your spirituality?
Who supports you spiritually? How so?
Who does not support you spiritually? How so?
What spiritual practices and beliefs are especially meaningful to you?
Where do you go to feel the presence of the sacred?
In what ways has your spirituality helped you understand or deal with your
problems?
In what ways has your spirituality been less helpful to you in understanding or
dealing with your problems?
What gets in the way of your spirituality?

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v

SACRED EFFICACY
How has your spirituality changed your life for the better?
v How has your spirituality changed your life for the worst?
v In what degree has your spirituality give you pleasure?
Meaning? A sense of connection to others, to the divine? Hope?
Confidence in yourself?
v To what degree has your spirituality been a source of pain?
Guilt? Anger? Confusion and doubt? Anxiety? Fear? Feelings
of personal insignificance? Feelings of alienation from others?
v

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v

Questions about Spirituality as a Coping Resource and
Problem
Has your spirituality been involved in the way you’ve tried to
cope with your problems? If so, how? How helpful has it
been?
v Has your spirituality been affected by the problems you’re
experiencing? In what way?
v Would you say that you are in some ways struggling
spiritually? If so, how?
v Have you been having any questions or doubts about your
religion or spirituality?
v

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v

Questions about the Client and God
How do you envision God?
v Have you ever had the feeling that God is present in your life?
What was that like? Where did you feel that presence?
v Are there times when you don’t feel the presence of God in your
life? What are those times like and how are they different?
v When you say that your life is in God’s hands can you tell me
what you mean by that? Is it all in God’s hands? Do you have a
part to play too?
v Have you ever felt that God has let you down?
v Have you ever felt that God is punishing you?
v

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v Questions
v What

about Spirituality and Community

people in your life bring out your best spiritual
qualities?
v Where can you go to replenish yourself spiritually?
v Where do you encounter the holy in your life?
v What would you like from your congregation or clergy
at this time?
v Has your congregation or clergy been there for you
during this time?

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v Questions
v Do

about Ritual and Prayer

you engage in any regular rituals in your life? What
are they like?
v Do you pray or meditate? If so, what are your prayers
like? What do you pray for? Do you feel that you
receive a response at times? What are those times like?
What is it like when you don’t receive a response?

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v Asking

spiritual questions
v Attending to the nonverbal
v What’s

not being said
v Emotions
v The incongruous
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Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v Asking

spiritual questions
v Attending to the nonverbal
v What’s

not being said
v Emotions
v The incongruous
v Gathering

spiritual information quantitatively

Spirituality Assessment Measures
Spiritual History Scale (Hays, 2001)
v RCOPE (Pargament, 2000)– religious coping and
struggles
v Spiritual Strivings Scale (Mahoney, 2005)
v Hindu Spiritual Pathways Scale (Tarakeshwar, 2003)
v Religious Internalization (Ryan, 1993) – religious
motivation
v Spiritual Well-Being Scale (Paloutzian, 1982)
v FACIT Spiritual Well-Being Scale (Peterman, 2002)
v

Explicit Spiritual Assessment

v

Asking spiritual questions
Attending to the nonverbal
v What’s not being said
v Emotions
v The incongruous
Gathering spiritual information quantitatively

v

Gathering spiritual information in other ways

v
v

Spiritual autobiography
v Letter writing
v Spiritual genogram
v

Explicit Spiritual Assessment
v
v

v
v

Asking spiritual questions
Attending to the nonverbal
v What’s not being said
v Emotions
v The incongruous
Gathering spiritual information quantitatively
Gathering spiritual information in other ways

v Placing

the client in context

The Importance of Context
“In some African communities, a person would be
considered insane not to believe that the spirits of
the dead actively influence an individual’s life”
(Miller & Kelley, 2005, p. 471).

Spiritual Intervention
v Creating

Opportunities

Spiritual Intervention
v Creating

Opportunities

vNormalizing

Spirituality

Spiritual Intervention
Creating Opportunities
v Normalizing Spirituality
v

vAccessing

Spirituality

Basic Rules of Thumb for
Accessing Spiritual Resources
v Tailor

spiritual resources to the client
v It takes time and practice to reap the benefits of
spiritual resources
v Handle spiritual resources with care
v Work within one’s own professional and personal
boundaries

Accessing Spiritual Resources
v

Accessing church

v Accessing

spiritual methods of coping

The Breath of God
(Cole, 1999)
Close your eyes and begin to focus your attention on your breathing. Let your
body become more and more relaxed as I could to five – 1 . . . 2. . . 3. . . 4. . . 5.
As you continue breathing deeply, and slowly, visualize God as a beautiful light
surrounding you. With each breath that you take notice that you are breathing in
this beautiful Holy light. This light fills your lungs and as you exhale you feel the
light of God permeating your entire body, and flowing out your fingers and toes
. . . Now that you are completely relaxed continue to visualize God’s presence in
whatever way you prefer. And when you are ready, ask God ‘What do I most
need to surrender to you?’ [pause] What response do you hear? [pause] When
you are ready to surrender what God asks, visualize placing this in God’s hands.
As you let go, feel yourself bathed in a circle of light, feeling acceptance, peace,
and protection. Remember that the circle symbolize wholeness, completion,
harmony, and oneness with God. Allow yourself to feel the healing power of this
light as you breathe it in with each breath. You may experience this deep feeling
of surrender whenever you wish, by closing your eyes and visualizing the “Breath
of God” entering your body. . . (pp. 267-268).

Accessing Spiritual Resources
Accessing church
v Accessing spiritual methods of coping
v

v Accessing

spiritual experiences

Spiritual Meditation among Patients
with Vascular Headaches
(Wachholtz & Pargament, 2008)
v
v

83 college students with vascular headaches according to criteria of
the International Headache Society (1988)
Random assignment to four groups
v
v
v
v

v
v

Spiritual Meditation (e.g., “God is peace,” “God is joy” )
Internally Focused Secular Meditation (“I am content,” “I am joyful”)
Externally Focused Secular Meditation (“Grass is green,” “Sand is soft”)
Progressive Muscle Relaxation

Practice technique 20 minutes per day for four weeks
Assess changes in headache frequency, pain tolerance, affect,
headache control efficacy
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Accessing Spiritual Resources
Accessing church
v Accessing spiritual methods of coping
v Accessing spiritual experiences
v

v Accessing

rituals

Spiritual Intervention
Creating Opportunities
v Normalizing Spirituality
v Accessing Spirituality
v

v Addressing

Spiritual Problems

Addressing Spiritual Problems
v Addressing

small gods

Nichole Murray-Swank’s
Visualization of a Loving God
“Picture God as a waterfall within you. .. pouring down cool,
refreshing water. . . the waters of love, healing, restoration
throughout your body. . . a cool, refreshing waterfall washing
down over your head, your face, your shoulders, your neck,
out through your arms, down your legs, out through your
toes, refreshing bringing life, quenching thirst. . . renewing,
refreshing, restoring” (2003, p. 232).

Addressing Spiritual Problems
v

Addressing small gods

v Addressing

narrow spiritual pathways

Addressing Spiritual Problems
Addressing small gods
v Addressing narrow spiritual pathways
v

v Addressing

spiritual inflexibility

Michael Brown’s (2000) Rules of Thumb
for Biblical Interpretation
v “When

reading a text, don’t ask and it won’t tell.”
v “If the story sounds simple, then you can bet that
the meaning isn’t.”
v “The Bible means what it says and says what it
means. Except when it doesn’t.”
v “If your faith can’t stand a little shaking, perhaps
there wasn’t much of a foundation there in the first
place.”

Addressing Spiritual Problems
Addressing small gods
v Addressing narrow spiritual pathways
v Addressing spiritual inflexibility
v

v Addressing

interpersonal spiritual conflicts

Addressing Spiritual Problems
Addressing small gods
v Addressing narrow spiritual pathways
v Addressing spiritual inflexibility
v Addressing interpersonal spiritual conflicts
v

v Addressing

internal spiritual conflicts

Jack Kornfeld’s
Meditation on Internal Spiritual Conflicts
Bring your attention into the present, sit quietly, and notice whatever sensations
are present in your body. . . Then cast your attention over all the battles that still
exist in your life. Sense them inside yourself. . . If you have been fighting inner
wars with your feelings . . . sense the struggle you have been waging. Notice the
struggles in your thoughts as well. Be aware of how you have carried on the inner
battles. Notice the inner armies, the inner dictators, the inner fortifications. Be
aware of all that you have fought within yourself. . .Gently, with openness, allow
each of these experiences to be present. Simply notice each of them in turn with
interest and kind attention. In each area of struggle, let your body, heart, and soul
be soft. Open to whatever you experience without fighting. Let it be present just
as it is. Let go of the battle. Breathe quietly and let yourself be at rest. Invite all
parts of yourself to join you at the peace table in your heart. (1993, p. 30)

Rachel 4:
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Rachel 6:
Forgiveness and Transformation

Future Directions for
Spiritually Integrated Counseling
v Training

for understanding and addressing the
sacred in counseling

Informal Training in
Spiritually Integrated Counseling
vVisit

diverse religious communities
v Small steps
vWrite own spiritual autobiography

Questions to Guide a Spiritual
Autobiography
v What

do I strive for in my life?
v What do I hold sacred?
v How did I discover the sacred?
v How has my larger family and religious context
shaped my attitudes toward spirituality and
religion?
v How have I tried to develop and sustain myself
spiritually over the years?

Questions to Guide a Spiritual
Autobiography (cont)
What kinds of struggles have I encountered in my spiritual
journey?
v What kinds of transformations have I experienced, if any?
v Where do I currently stand in the search for the sacred?
v What are the areas of spiritual integration and disintegration in my life?
v What are my areas of spiritual strength and vulnerability
in working with clients?
v Are there clients with particular religious or spiritual
issues whom I may not be able to help?
v

Future Directions for
Spiritually Integrated Counseling
v

Training for understanding and addressing the sacred in
counseling

v Developing

and evaluating spiritually integrated
interventions

Lighting the Way: Table of Contents
Session 1: Wholeness & Healing
Goals for the Session: Define healing; Encourage the view of healing as a process; Identify
barriers and resources towards feeling healed

Session 2: Body & Spirit
Goals for the Session: Identify how body and Spirit interact with one another; Identify
eternal things about the self that cannot be touched by the disease; Identify how to
recognize when the Spirit is hungry and how to sustain it

Session 3: Isolation & Intimacy
Goals for the Session: Normalize the experiences of isolation and concerns with intimacy and
explore the possible impact on coping; Identify definitions of isolation and intimacy;
Discuss experiences with isolation and concerns about intimacy; Explore the
disconnection from God and other people that can result from living with HIV/AIDS

Session 4: Letting Go of Anger
Goals for the Session: Discuss different ways of experiencing and expressing anger;
Discuss the effects of anger; Identify objects of anger; Discuss and normalize anger at God;
Introduce the possibility of letting go of destructive anger

Lighting the Way: Table of Contents
Session 5: Shame & Guilt
Goals for the Session: Normalize the experience of shame and guilt and the potential impact of

shame and guilt on healing; Identify messages, spiritual and otherwise, of shame that we hear
from others, messages of guilt we tell ourselves and messages of God that counter these shame
and guilt messages; Encourage self-love and self-forgiveness as healing alternatives to shame
and guilt

Session 6: Control vs. Active Surrender
Goals for the Session: Embrace the paradoxical nature of surrender; Identify things that are under

personal control and things that are beyond personal control; Identify barriers that make letting
go difficult; Learn how to surrender to God and begin the process of letting go

Session 7: Hopes & Dreams
Goals for the Session: Identify dreams from before HIV; Discuss dreams that have been lost;

Identify dreams that are still possible; Discuss the differences between False Dreams and
Possible Dreams; Identify new dreams to pursue and how to redefine God’s Purpose in life

Session 8: A Review of the Journey
Goals for the Session: Review the process of healing; Discuss the goals that group members have
attained and those they feel they have yet to achieve; Review the main points of each session;
Say goodbye

Lighting the Way: Travel Kit
Compass: A compass helps you find your way when you are lost. This compass symbolizes the resources
you need to navigate along your path toward wholeness and overcome the barriers you may face. It
also reminds you to have faith in and trust God to help you find your way.
Cup: The cup represents the eternal purity of the soul. This is a reminder that although the body is finite,
the soul is everlasting. This cup reminds you to replenish your spirit when it becomes dry.
Yarn: The piece of yarn represents your connectedness with others and with God. Even during times when
you do not feel connected to others, you are still connected to and can have a relationship with God.
Rock: The rock is a reminder that when you carry too much anger, although you may feel strong and
powerful at first, over time you will become tired and this will cause your journey to be slow and
painful. Letting go of your anger and pain and putting it in the hands of God can bring you relief and a
sense that God truly loves you.
Umbrella: The umbrella represents the sheltering function of God’s love. It also serves to protect you from
your own messages of guilt and others’ messages of shame.
Serenity Prayer Card: At times it is hard to determine whether something is under your control or beyond
your control. This prayer reminds you that sometimes you may need God’s help to tell you what you
need to surrender to a higher power. It also reminds you to take the opportunity to accept God’s help
along the way.
Dream Catcher: The dream catcher represents that, despite your illness, you still have dreams. These
dreams can continue to provide you with a sense of meaning and purpose in your life. Remember, you
can still work toward fulfilling your dreams.

Lighting the Way: Analysis
Tarakeshwar et al. (2005)
Pre- to Post-Intervention Changes in Outcome Measures (N=13)
Variable

Pre-Intervention

Post-Intervention

t (df)

p<

Religious Practices
Self-rated religiosity
Positive spiritual coping
Negative spiritual coping

2.92
7.54
2.31

3.38
8.09
1.61

-2.14
-1.94
2.64

.05
.10
.05

Psychological Distress
Depression

18.00

12.73

2.24

.05

Future Directions for
Spiritually Integrated Counseling
Training for understanding and addressing the sacred in
counseling
v Developing and evaluating spiritually integrated
interventions
v

v Beyond

spiritually integrated counseling

v Prevention
v Consultation
v Education

Winding Road: Goals
v Articulate

and normalize religious struggles
v Facilitate development of personal spiritual
identity
v Broaden and deepen understanding of sacred
v Broaden coping resources
v Facilitate acceptance of struggles
v Facilitate forgiveness

Winding Road:
Illustrative Activities
v Write

and share spiritual autobiography
v Share religious struggles
v Create religious genogram
v Visualize ideal older spiritual self
v Share a sacred object with the group
v Surrender ritual
v Write a group-lament to God

Winding Road:
Quantitative Results
Decline in Religious Struggles
Decline in Negative Affect
Decline in Psychological Distress
Decrease in Stigmatization
Increase in Positive Affect
Increase in Behavioral Control
Increase in Emotional Control
Increase in Religious Value-Behavior
Congruence
Increase in Acceptance from God

< p. 01
< p. 05
< p. 01
< p. 05
< p. 05
< p. 05
< p. 05
< p. 05
< p. 05

Winding Road: Qualitative Results
v Greater

Acceptance of Struggles
“I’m ok with the fact that I have struggles now. It’s
ok for me to be struggling with this. Its ok to not
have the answer right now. That’s a little scary but
that’s ok. Its ok to be scared, its ok to be confused
and just take my time, try to figure it out, and not
let anybody else pressure me about things.”

Stress is a natural part of
development.
Without stress we would not grow.
Stress can happen at any time.
Stress can take many forms.
Stress is part of life!

Stress in the Army Can Take on Many
Forms:
Family: relationships with family member
Social: problems with friends
Emotional: depression, combat operational
stress

Physical: intense PT, regular drill, weight
guidelines

You might also experience
Spiritual Stress, or
Struggles of the Human Spirit.

This section focuses on the many tools available for
seeking spiritual support.
The first half addresses ways
you can seek support
on your own.

The second half addresses ways
you can seek support
involving others.

Ways to Support Each Other Spiritually
v
v
v
v
v
v

Learn about another person’s spirituality
Study spiritual literature with others
Ask to sit with someone during reflection,
meditation, or prayer
Reflect, meditate, pray, or worship as a
group
Meet with a chaplain or chaplain’s
assistant
Meet with your Master Resilience Trainer
or Behavioral Health Officer

Conclusion
“The sacred speaks to our deepest dreams and aspirations,
the truths we hold to be timeless, our sense that there is
something that lies beyond our everyday experience, and
our most fundamental assumptions about why we are here,
how we should live our lives, and what if anything we
leave behind. Any psychology of human behavior
remains incomplete without an appreciation for our desire
to know and connect to the sacred” (Pargament, 2007, p.
342).

